ODE Conference Call notes 4/22/2019
Notes provided by Naja Bailey (META), Mary Myers (LACA), and Catherine Wright (NEOnet)

ODE had nothing specific for the ODE ITC Conference Call today and it opened directly to Q&A following
an EMIS Change Call.
Q&A
Q: The email about SAFE integration with OH|ID project, is that when we can expect the changeover
with Data Collector SAFE authentication?
A: No, the Data Collector requires more work than a basic switch-over. We'll be presented with a list of
apps you have access to. The statewide system will include ODDEX and Data Collector but ODDEX has
one URL for everyone and will be initially rolled-out in May. Because we keep Data Collectors at each
ITC, we have to have ODE staff working on this project write additional code to determine which DC they
have access to, based on ITC assignment. The vast majority have access to one DC, but some have
multiple DC (mostly community schools). So, they need to identify which DC links to provide, to which
staff, in the OH|ID application to take them to THAT data collector. More involved than the basic
switch, must be tested and have exact external URL where DC is installed, and will have to change the
way the logins work in the DC itself and get it tested/released. The switch will be in early Fall instead of
yearend which has a limited time to collect. Switch will be ODDEX first, same time as other apps, make
sure everyone is moved over to new system, then over the summer will work with ITC's to get setup info
and do testing for new version to be installed, then have OH|ID app people turn on the tiles/links for DC.
Q: As for ODDEX, no new URL that has to change?
A: Yes, if you have a link on your ITC site for ODDEX, then you'll just change the URL to the new login
page.
Q: Can you talk about Casino Count?
A: Friday of the first full week of Oct and May, the Casino Count snapshot date needs to reflect accurate
County of Residence. ODE uses Final “S” data to pull this info so there is time to get it worked out.
Next Call:
ODE will talk about Changes at the OAEP conference on May 6 & 7, and the next Change Call is
scheduled for Wednesday, May 8. They do not anticipate enough new info to make that call happen but
will leave it on the schedule for now but may decide to cancel or move to a later date.
Next ODE Conference Call is scheduled for May 6, but that conflicts with the OAEP conference also.
They may move the call to May 13, but the next regularly scheduled call is May 20, so may just cancel
and wait until then.

